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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method is disclosed for identifying a sediment accumu- 
lation from an image of a part of the earth's surface. The 
method includes identifying a topographic discontinuity 
from the image. A river which crosses the discontinuity is 
identified from the image. From the image, paleocourses of 
the river are identified which diverge from a point where the 
river crosses the discontinuity. The paleocourses are dis- 
posed on a topographically low side of the discontinuity. A 
smooth surface which emanates from the point is identified. 
The smooth surface is also disposed on the topographically 
low side of the point. 
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METHOD FOR IDEN’IIFIING 
SEDIMENTARY BODIES FROM IMAGES 
AND ITS APPL,ICA!IION TO MINERAL 
EXPLORATION 
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELAI’ELl 
APPLICATIONS 
with currently active rivers, for example, sediment deposits 
in the Gulf of Mexico near the mouth of the Mississippi 
River, or they may be in geologic areas believed to have 
been associated with coastal sediment deposition in the past. 
5 The exploration techniques known in the art, however, can 
be time consuming and expensive, and may ultimately fail 
to identify certain very large sediment accumulations in 
non-coastal areas because of practical limitations on the 
scale at which techniques known in the art can be performed. 
IO It is therefore desirable to provide exploration techniques 
which can enable quick evaluation of large areas of the 
earth’s surface, and which may identify previously unknown 
sediment accumulations. 
This invention claims priority from US. provisional 
application Ser. No. 60/362,670 flled on Mar. 8, 2002. 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 
This invention was made in the performance of work 15 SUMMARY OF INVENTION 
under a NASA contract and is subject to the provisions of 
Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 
1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435,42 U.S.C § 2457). 
BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 
ne invention is a method for identifying a &ent 
accumulation from an image of a part of the earth’s surface. 
The method includes identifying a topographic discontinuity 
20 from the image. A river which crosses the discontinuity is 
identified from the image. From the image, paleocourses of 
the river are identified which diverge from a point where the 
river crosses the discontinuity. ne p~eocourses are dk- 
posed on a topographically low side of the discontinuity. A 
surface which emanates fcom the point is identified. 
The smooth surfilcce is also disposed on the topographically 
low side of the point. 
Other aspects and advantages of the invention will be 
apparent from &e following description and the appended 
1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates generally to the field of geologic 
mapping of sedimentary bodies on the earth’s surface. More 
specifically, the invention relates to techniques for identify- 25 
ing sedimentary bodies and patterns Using aerial O r  space- 
based images. 
2. Background Art 
Exploration for minerals, including petroleum, includes 
as one of several initial tasks identifying geographic areas of 30 
the earth in which accumulations of geologically prospective 
materials is likely. Particularly in petroleum exploration, the 
geologically prospective materials include sediments. 
of wind and water on the surface of the earth. Wind and 35 feature which can be i d e n ~ e d  using a method according to 
water tend to erode materials from the elevated features and the invention. 
carry them some distance related to the distance at which the example of a sedimentary feature 
which can be identified using a method according to the erosive agent (wind or water) moves and on the particle size of the materials actually moved from upland areas. Sedi- invention, ments may then be deposited at other places on the earth‘s 40 
surface by any one of a numberof processes. Accumulations FIG. 3 shows a plan view ofdhe example feature shown 
of sediment typically take place in localized depressions on in FIG. ’* 
FIG. 4 shows one example of idenaying river paleo- the earth’s surface know as “basins.” 
Exploration techniques known in the art include structural courses* 
mapping of surface exposures ~ o u t c r o p s ~ ~ ~  of FIG. 5 shows another example of identifying river paleo- 
mapping features on the earth‘s surface, reflection seismog- courses* 
raphy of structures disposed under the earth’s surface, FIG. 6 shows an example of a contour map. 
gravitometry (measurement of local acceleration of earth’s FIG. 7 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a method 
gravity) mapping, mapping of the earth‘s local magnetic - 
field, and magnetotelluric (mapping of local electromagnetic 50 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of an example embodiment of river 
fields generated by electromagnetic radiation from space) 
mapping, among others. These exploration techniques are FIG. 9 a flow ,-hart of an embodiment of 
intended, among other purposes, to identify, within accu- 
mulations of sediment, locations where mineral bearing FIG. is a flow chart of an example embodiment of structures are most likely to be found. Many sediment 55 identifyingpaleocourses. 
accumulations commonly occur within basins. After identi- 
fication of accumulations of sediment, the localized struc- u. is a chart Of an embodiment Of 
tural and stratigraphic mapping techniques, including, for identifying a surface’ 
example, seismic mapping and seismic stratigraphy, can be FIG. U is a flow chart showing one embodiment of a 
used to evaluate the likelihood of the pres- 6o machine implementable process for feature identification 
ence of suitable sediment compositions and suitable geo- 
logic structures in which minerals may be found. FIG. 13 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a machine 
Exploration techniques known in the aa, p&c&ly implementable process for identifying a topographic discon- 
those used in petroleum exploration, rely to a great extent on timity from an image. 
identification of areas where rivers deposited sediment in 65 FIG. 14 is an example of a machine implementable 
coastal areas, in order to locate substantial sediment a m -  process for identifying a paint at which a river crosses a 
mulations. These deposits in coastal areas may be associated topographic discontinuity. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 
Sediments are Produced, among OlhCr by the action FIGS. 1 A  and 1B show an example of a sedimentary 
FIG. shows 
45 
according to the invention. 
identification from an image. 
identifying a topgraphic disconhuiw. 
an image. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION group identified at the time of disclosure of this invention is 
in South America, and the smallest number thus far identi- 
Generally speaking, embodiments of a method according fied is in Noah America. In a population of large fans 
to the invention use remotely-sensed images of a portion of idenaed thus far with radii greater than 100 lan, about 90% 
the earth’s surface as input to a process for identifying 5 of the radii are between about 100 and 300 h. Areas 
particular types of sediment accumulations. “Remotely- covered by the identified large fans range between about 
sensed images” as used herein may include photographs 7,000 and 210,000 lan2. Fiftyeight percent lie in foreland 
made from atmospheric traveling aircraft, or spacecraft and peripheral bash ,  36% lie in cratonic settings, with large 
disposed above the earth‘s atmosphere. “Photographs” as areas of contiguous large fans in Australia and Africa. The 
used herein may include conventional photochemical io remaining 6% occur in rift basins and interomgenic settings. 
images, or electronically generated, stored and reproduced It has been determined that by analysis of the distribution 
images such as those made using a charge coupled device of large fans, it is possible to direct the exploration for such 
(CCD) camera coupled to suitable signal processing and features in past landscapes. For example, the early Paleozoic 
storage circuitry. oil and gas reservoirs of North Africa accumulated in 
Various embodiments of the invention, as will be further I5 settings analogous to the modern cratonic basins of Africa, 
explained, include identification of selected features from and the oil and gas reservoirs of the northern half of the 
the images. Identification of the selected features may Andean foreland basin in South America accumulated in 
include appropriate programming operating on a computer settings analogous to the modem Andean foreland. The 
which enables the computer to discriminate portions of the study of large fans can also assist in heavy mineral explo- 
image on the basis of image attributes such as color or 20 ration, for example in understanding the dispersal of goId 
brightness. Brightness may correspond to surface reflectivity from a primary source. 
of various features on the earth‘s surface. Other program- Large fans provide templates for detailing the ychitecture 
ming for a computer to identify selected features may of paleo-fluvial reservoir systems deposited during the sedi- 
include stereoscopic evaluation of two or more images of ment-filling stage of basin evolution. 
substantidly the same portion of the earth’s surface, where 25 Having described the invention in general terms, more 
each of the images is made from a different point of origin specific examples will now be explained. FIG. lAshows a 
(relative camera position). One result of stereoscopic evalu- plan view of a river 10 flowing across the surface of a 
ation includes generating an elevation map (“contour map”) “craton.” Acraton is a tectonically stable part of a continent. 
of the imaged portion. As will be further explained, the Across the surface of the craton are areas which are elevated 
presence of certain geomorphic or landform features of the 30 14 with respect to an elevation profile of the river 10, and 
area may also be determined from analysis of a contour map. areas which are depressed l2 with respect to the elevation 
While the following description is intended to instruct how profile of the river 10. The elevated 14 and depressed 12 
to appropriately program a general purpose computer to areas are shown in vertical cross-sectional View in FIG. lB, 
perform a method according to the invention, it is within the upon which view the elevation profile of the river 10 is also 
scope of the invention that the method can be performed by 35 displayed. Erosion of materials at the earth’s surface tends 
a person visually iden-g the same features from images. to occur in the elevated areas 14, while sediment deposition 
Images taken from aircraft or from space provide detailed tends to occur in the depressed areas 12. 
images of patterns corresponding to significant geomorphic Referring once again to FIG. l.4, deposition of sediment 
or landform features. It has been discovered that such may take place in fan-like features 16 in the depressed areas 
images may include patterns corresponding to ancient geo- 40 12 least in part due to switching of the river 10 course. In the 
morphic or landform features that had not before been example of FIG. lA, sand dun& 18 may also be formed as 
discernible. Such patterns include faint patterns correspond- a result of a prevailing wind (not shown) lifting and moving 
ing to features such as fluvial fans. Such fluvial fan patterns particles from the fan-like features 16. An upstream end of 
have been found to correspond with water flow patterns or each depressed area 16 is identifiable by a topographic 
distributaries, and such fluvial fans, having particular char- 45 discontinuity, as shown at 22. Asimilar discontinuity may be 
acteristics, may be indicative of deposits of petroleum and present at a downstream end of each depressed area, as 
other minerals. shown at 24. An apex of each fan-like feature 16 occurs 
One geomorphic feature of particular interest that may be where the river 10 crosses one of the upstream topographic 
identified using methods according to the invention com- discontinuities 22. 
prises what is termed large fans. Alarge fan is apartial cone SO Another example of a sedimentary feature which can be 
of sediment usually formed by a single dominant river. The identified using a method according to the invention is 
river typically has low declivity. For features having radii of shown in HG. 2. The example of FIG. 2 includes deposition 
substantial exploratory interest, the river declivity is typi- of sediment in a “fore1andbasirt”Aforeland basin is formed 
cally at most about 0.6 degrees. The apex of a large fan is by depression of the earth’s crust due to the mass of 
typicalry located at a mountain front or at a Iow scarp or 55 materials in an orogenic belt 28 (developing mountain 
similar topographic discontinuity. Large fans had not been range) disposed to one side of the foreland basin 26. 
previously identified in such numbers, it is believed, because Orogenic belts may be formed by collision of tectonic plates 
‘their size is such that they are not readily visible on the on the earth’s crust. A well-known example of such an 
ground or from low-altitude photographs, and they may be orogenic belt is the Himalayan Mountains. As is known in 
difiicult to identify directly tiom space-based images. 60 the art, the relatively large m a s  of materials in the zone 
Interpretation of photographic images made from space, which is formed and uplifted by collision of one of the 
supported by 1:1,000,000 scale contour maps, have so far crustal plates causes rising of one plate and sinking of the 
revealed more than 90 such large fans (such a feature being other plate. The localized depression results in a foreland 
defined as having a radius greater than about 80 hm) basin being formed adjacent to the orogenic belt. As can be 
indicating that these features are a significant part of the 65 observed in FIG. 2, a distinct topographic discontinuity 30 
earth‘s geomorphology. Large fans have been mapped in a l l  is formed at the boundary between the orogenic belt 28 and 
continents excluding Antarctica. The largest contiguous the foreland basin 26. Such foreland basins may extend for 
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features such as color, shading or reflectivity. These are 
shown, respectively, in FIG. 8 at 8OA, 80B and 80C. If any 
or all of the discriminators have values corresponding to 
values with values typically noted for a river, the river may 
thus be identified in an image. 
Methods for identifying topographic discontinuities will 
be further explained as they relate to the invention. Identi- 
fying the topographic discontinuity is shown in the flow 
chart of FIG. 7 at 82. 
Referring now to FIG. 4, another element of a method 
according to the invention wil l  be explained. FIG. 4 is a 
space photograph which shows a river 1OJ crossing a 
topographic discontinuity near the upper border of the ~ a m e  
of the photograph in FIG. 4, as shown at 50. Similar 
discontinuities are also seen in FIGS. 2 and 3. With contin- 
ued primary reference to FIG. 4, at 52, a series of distribu- 
tary features, which in FIG. 4 are river paleocourses, can be 
identified. Identifying the paleocourse is shown in the flow- 
chart of FIG. 7 at 84. Apaleocourse, as previously explained, 
is a course previously occupied by the river bed. The river 
(1OJ in FIG. 4) can be identified from a photograph by 
selection of corresponding shading, as suggested in FIG. 4, 
and as shown at SOA, 80B and 80C in FIG. 8. Shading as 
used herein includes a gray-scale level or density, as sug- 
gested by the black and white photograph ofFIG. 4. Shading 
also includes associated color, if color photographs or 
images are used. Appropriate shading which enables com- 
puter identification of a river may be performed, for 
example, by using an appropriate filter during photograph 
exposure. Identifying the paleocourses by shading and color 
matching are shown in FIG. 10 at 84B and 844 respec- 
tively. 
Identification of the topographic discontinuity may also 
be performed by pattern recognition processes by digitizing 
the images and utilizing pattern recognition computer pro- 
grams, as b w n  to those in the art. Identification of topo- 
graphic discontinuity may also be performed by correspond- 
ing shading selection, as shown at 82D in FIG. 9. For 
example, the higher (“uplifted” in the case. of a fault dis- 
significant lateral distances, in some cases more than 1,000 continuity) side of a topographic discontinuity may show 
km. As can be observed in FIG. 2 with respect to a plurality more variation in shading than the downthrown side. 
of rivers lOA,  10B, lOC, the rivers cross the topographic Paleocourses (52 in FIG. 4) may also be identified by 
discontinuity 30. At each place where one of the rivers 104  shading selection. In addition, river paleocourses typically 
10B, 1OC crosses the discontinuity 30, the apex of a fan-like s have similar sinuosity to the river (lOJ in FIG. 4). Sinuosity 
feature 34 may exist. The example of FIG. 2 is shown in plan can be defined as a ratio of a selected length along the river 
view in FIG. 3. to the associated valley length. Features which show similar 
To distinpuish large fa= from other geomorphic featus,  s i n ~ o ~ i t y  and width to the river (1OJ in FIG. 4) are likely to 
for example, alluvial fans, it is preferred that a distance from be ~ d e o c o u r s s  of the river- Identifying the paleocomes by 
the apex to the topographically lowest area of the large fan 10 matching sinuosity is shown in FIG. 10 at MC. 
be at least about 80 km. This distance may be referred to as If color photographs and images are used, identification of 
the radius of the fan. More preferably, the radius is at least the river (sw 8oA in FIG. 81, the paleocomes (%e 84A in 
about 300 km. FIG. 10) and the topographic discontinuity (see 82D in FIG. 
The foregoing examples are not meant to be an exhaustive 9, may be made On the basis Of River water Of an 
of the geomorphic features associated with 15 active river is relatively easily idenaable on the basis of 
large fans. ne examples are intended to illustrate two of the color. Paleocourses may show color which is similar to that 
hporiant elements of a method to the inven~on, of the current river bed when water is not flowing in the river 
namely identifying a topographic discontinuity, and identi- bed. In Some areas, the river bed may become exposed 
fying a place at which a river crosses the discontinuity. during &Y Periods. The topographic discontinuity will tYPi- 
computer programs which enable identification of a river 20 cally have an identiliable change in color on either side. This 
may be related to a difference in drainage density, surface 
vegetation or in the composition of surface exppsed rock. 
features from color photographs are known in the art. One 
speaking, identifying the river from an image may 25 type of such program is sold under the trade name GAIA by 
Avian systems* In‘’ 
Still another method for identifying the river (see 80C in 
FIG. 8), the topographic discontinuity (see 82A in FIG. 9) 
and paleocourses (see 84D in FIG. 10) is to make the aerial 
course from images are 
is sold under the trade name 
in the art. One such program 
IMAGEFINDER 
by Athasoft, p.0. Box 13051, Savannah, Ga. 31406. Iden- programs which Of such 
the river is shown in a flow chart in FIG. 
be performed, in addition to the method used in the software 
just described, by discriminating the image on the basis of 
at 
07670* 
30 image by mappinglight reflectivity of the earth’s surface.An 
image made by mapping reflectivity will in many cases 
show similar features to a photograph, particularly if the 
photograph is used to identify features on the basis of 
shading. 
Another example of paleocourse identification isshown in 
FIG. 5. A modem river course or bed is shown at 60. 
Paleocourses whidh may be identilied by shading and sinu- 
osity can be observed at 62, 64, 66 and 68 in FIG. 5. 
Another type of distributary feature which may be iden- 
40 tified, for example, by surface feflectivity is a valley pro- 
duced by the river flowing along the paleocourse. 
Finally, in a method according to the invention, a smooth 
surface should be identified after the paleocourses are iden- 
tiiied. This is shown in the flowchart of FIG. 7 at 86). A 
4s smooth surface a s  used herein means a geographic area 
having at most about 10 meters vertical difference per 2000 
meters horizontal difference. See 86A in the flow chart of 
FIG. ll. It should be noted here that the modem course of 
the river, as well a s  the paleocourses, may have caused 
so erosion on the surface which causes the surface to exceed the 
previously stated roughness value. When identifying the 
smooth surface, areas which have been eroded may be 
excluded from the identification. Identification of the 
smooth surface is preferably made from a contour map or 
5s similar elevation discriminator. Typically, a sedimentary 
body of exploratory interest is coextensive with such a 
smooth surface having a radius of at least about 80 kilome- 
ters, and with respect to large deposits, preferably at least 
about 300 kilometers. 
An example of a contour map is shown in FIG. 6. Contour 
lines 72 represent points of substintially equal elevation. 
Identification of topographic discontinuities, such as faults, 
typically can be observed as a “b rea ’  or sharp angle in the 
contour lines 72. Examples of faults in FIG. 6 are shown at 
65 70, 74 and 76. The contour lines 72 are interrupted at the 
fauits 70,74,76. Not shown in FIG. 6, but equally applicable 
to various embodiments of the invention is identification of 
35 
60 
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the topographic discontinuity (for example, as discussed position at whicb the difference exceeds the threshold is 
above with reference to 50, FIG. 4). Typically, an elevation stored, at 98 in FIG. 13. This process continues, at 99 in FIG. 
gradient, or declivity, will undergo a substantial change in 13, until the entire image is read and compared. The stored 
magnitude, and frequently in direction, at the location of the pixel positions where the difference exceeds the threshold 
topographic discontinuity. See 82B and 82C in FIG. 9. Aa 5 correspond to the positions of the topographic discontinuity. 
example of a smooth surface can also be observed in FIG. Dif€erences in image pixel values may be selected, as 
6, generally between fault 70 and fault 76, as evidenced by previously explained, to correspond to a predetermined 
the shape of the contour lines 72, and the distance between change in color, reflectivity or brightness. In other embodi- 
contour lines 72. ments, an elevation profile (contour map) of the image may 
Referring once again to FIG. 7, embodiments of a method 10 be made from a stereoscopic analysis. In such embodiments, 
according to the invention include identifying the river SO, the values p, and P,,+~ may correspond to elevation or 
identifying a topographic discontinuity and the place where elevation gradient at each pixel location (q, yJ in the 
the nver crosses the discontinuity 82, identifying river image. Determining the difference threshold may be per- 
paleocourses 84 and identifying a smoother surface 86. formed by analysis of other images having known types of 
FIG. 8 and include determining whether image patterns, FIG. 14 shows an example of a machine-implementable 
including contour patterns and/or patterns of color SOA, process for determining the point at which the river crosses 
shading SOB, and/or reflectivity 8OC match values associ- the topographic discontinuity, at 100. The positions of the 
ated With rivers in similar images. As previously explained, river, as previously determined, are superim2osed with the 
methods are known in the art for programming a computer 20 positions of the topographic discontinuity. Values common 
to perform river identification. An example of a machine- to both the river and the discontinuity are stored, at 101, and 
implementable process for river idenfication is shown in used to identify the crossing point, at 102. Although such 
the flow chart of FIG. 12. If ordinary photochemicd images machine-implementable processes are preferred, it will be 
are used, it is first necessary, in this embodiment, to digitize understood that procedures such as scaling, identification of 
the image, as shown at 90. Digitization of a 2-dimensional 25 discontinuities, and measurement of fan radii may in some 
image (or an image originally generated and stored in digital applications be performed visually. 
form) will produce a set of numbers which correspond to a Examples of how to identify paleocourses (84 in FIG. 7) 
coordinate location (x. y) of each component (“pixel”) of the are shown in the flow chart of FIG. 10 and include deter- 
image, and a number @) corresponding to an attribute of the mining whether color 844 shading 84B, sinuosity 84C 
image at that pixel location. A distance behveen the coor- 30 and/or reflectivity 84D match values known for the river 
dinate location of each pixel will depend on the scale of the and/or river bed. The paleocourses may be iden t~ed  using 
image and the spatial resolution (number of pixels in the a machine implemented process such as shown in FIG. 12 
image frame) of the image. The attribute may be, for and as previously explained with respect to identifying the 
example, gray scale brightness/density, color or surface river. In a machine implemented process for determining the 
reflectivity. For stereoscopically analyzed images used to 35 position of the paleocourses, the pixel value p for the 
generate a contour map (or a contour map made by any other paleocourses can be determined, for example, by analysis of 
method) the attribute value p is the elevation of the earth’s other images. 
surface at the corresponding pixel location. Finally, a machine-implementable process for determin- 
In identifying the river, the image data are read, at 91. The ing the smooth surface (86 in FIG. 7) may be similar to the 
value of p in each image pixel (x, y) is compared, at 92 in 40 process explained with reference to FIG. 13, In identifying 
FIG. 12, to a value of the attribute which is known to the smooth surface, the differehce threshold may be set so 
correspond to a river. The known value of the attribute may that the locations of pixels are stored which have difference 
be determined, for example, by analysis of other images values below the threshold with respect to adjacent pixels. 
such as by visual inspection of the other image for areas As explained previously with reference to FIG. 7, in some 
known to correspond 10 a river. For each pixel in which the 45 embodiments, a difference in elevation of less than about 10 
value of p is approximately equal to the predetermined meters in a horizontal distance of about 2,000 meters can be 
value, the coordinate position (x, y) of each such pixel can a threshold for the smooth surface. Elevation, as previously 
be stored for later analysis. This is shown at 93 in FIG. 12. explained, may be determined from stereoscopic analysis of 
If the entire image has not been read, at 94 in FIG. 12, then the imaged area. In the preferred embodiment, the radius of 
image reading continues with a subsequent pixel. This part 50 the surface is determined. In accordance with processing 
of the process stops when all the pixel values have been read. techniques known in the art, the s a l e  of the image or 
A result of the process shown in FIG. 12 is a set of image mapped area is determined, and the radius of the smooth- 
coordinates which correspond to the position of the river in surfaced fan, as measured from its intersection with the 
the image. discontinuity to the distal portion of the fan, is derived. The 
Examples of how to identify the topographic discontinu- 55 radius is evaluated with respect to whether or not the surface 
ity (82 in FIG. 7) from an image are shown in the flow chart comprises a large fan, i.e., one having a radius geater than 
of FIG. 9 and include determining abrupt changes in image about 80 kilometers, and preferably greater than about 300 
features such as reflectivity 82A, elevation 82B, elevation kilometers. Additionally, the slope of the smooth surface is 
gradient 82C or shading and/or color S2D. Referring to FIG. determined, suitably by subtracting the elevation of a distal 
13, an example of a machine-implementable process for 60 portion of the fan from that at the apex or peak, and 
identifying the topographic discontinuity includes, at 95, comparing the drop or delta elevation with the radius of the 
reading the pixel value p, at each position or pixel location fan. Fans having a slope of less than ahout 0.6 degrees, and 
(&, y d  and reading, at 96 in FIG. 13, the pixel value pn+l preferably less than about 0.5 degrees, are preferred. In 
at the pixel adjacent thereto yn+J in any direction. If accordance with the invention, fans characterized as having 
a difference between the first-read pixel value and the 65 large, smooth surfaced, gradually sloping surfaces in accor- 
adjacent pixel value, at 97 in FIG. U, exceeds a preselected dance with the above characteristics are selected as candi- 
threshold, then the coordinate location [x,,+~, y-3 of the dates for geophysical or seismic exploration for mineral or 
Examples of how to identify the river 80 are shown in 15 topographic discontinuities. 
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water deposits. While the invention has been described with 
respect to a limited number of embodiments, those skilled in 
the art, having benefit of this disclosure, will appreciate that 
other embodiments can be devised which do not depart h m  
the scope of the invention as disclosed herein. Accordingly, 
the scope of the invention should be limited only by the 
attached claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A machine implemented method for identifying a 
sediment accumulation from an image of a part of the earth’s 
surface, comprising: 
identifying a topographic discontinuity from the image; 
identifying a river which crosses the discontinuity from 
the image; 
identifying, from the image, distniutary features of the 
river which diverge from a point where the river crosses 
the discontinuity? the distributary features disposed on 
a topographically low side of the discontinuity; and 
identifying a smooth surface which emanates from the 
point, the smooth surface disposed on the topographi- 
cally low side. 
2. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein a roughness 
of the smooth surface is at most about 10 meters vertical 
difference per 2000 meters horizontal difference. 
3. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein a radius of 
the smooth surface is at least about 80 kilometers. 
4. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein a radius of 
the smooth surface is at least about 300 kilometers. 
5. The method as delined in claim 1 wherein a declivity 
of the river is at most about 0.6 degrees. 
6. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the image 
comprises an aerial photograph. 
7. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the image 
comprises a space photograph. 
8. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the image 
comprises a contour map. 
9. The method as defined in claim 8 wherein the contour 
map is generated from stereoscopic analysis of aerial pho- 
tographs of the part of the earth’s surface. 
10. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the iden- 
tifying the discontinuity comprises determining a difference 
in color. 
ll. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the iden- 
tifying the discontinuity comprises determining a difference 
in apparent reflectivity. 
l.2. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the iden- 
tifying the discontinuity comprises determining a difference 
in elevation. 
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U. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the iden- 
tifying the discontinuity comprises determining a difference 
in elevation gradient. 
14. The method a s  defined in claim 1 wherein the iden- 
tiwng the river comprises identifying a color associated 
with river water. 
15. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the iden- 
tifying the river comprises identifying a surface reflectivity 
16. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the Cis- 
tributary features comprise paleocourses, the identifying the 
paleocourses comprises identifying a color simiIar to a wIor 
of a bed of the river. 
17. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the dis- 
tributary features comprise paleocourses, the identifying the 
paleocourses comprises identifying a surface reflectivity 
similar to a surface reflectivity of a bed of the river. 
18. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the dis- 
tributary features comprise paleocourses, the identifying the 
paleocourses comprises identifying a color similfir to a color 
of a bed of the river, the similar color also determined to be 
25 different than a color of an area surrounding the identified 
similar color. 
19. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the dis- 
triiutary features comprise paleocourses, the identifying the 
paleocourses Comprises identifying features having a sinu- 
20. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the dis- 
tributary features comprise paleocourses, the identifying the 
paleocourses comprises identifying features having a width 
21. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the topo- 
graphic discontinuity comprises a fault. 
22. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the topo- 
graphic discontinuity comprises a boundary between an 
orogenic belt and a foreland bpin. 
23. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the topo- 
graphic discontinuity comprises a boundary between an area 
which is elevated with respect to an elevation profile of a 
45 river and an area which is depressed with respect to the 
elevation profile of the river. 
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10 associated with river water. 
20 
30 osity substantially the same as a sinuosity of the river. 
35 substantially the same as a width of the river. 
* * * * *  
